How to Ask a Librarian
Write the PILOT URL in the address bar
https://www.pilotlibraries.org/Opacbeta
Click on **Contact PILOT**
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**WELCOME TO PILOT**

SEARCH OVER 13,859+ ITEMS ACROSS 31 INITIATIVES IN 5 COUNTRIES

PILOT (Public Inter-Library Online Technology) online public access catalog, PILOT networks together the collections of multiple initiatives in Cairo, expanding to a regional network. These libraries include collections featuring art, architecture, urbanism, cinema, maps and archives.
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Click on Contact PILOT
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CONTACT PILOT

43 Sherif Pasha St., 3rd floor, Apartment 12
+2 23907435
Info@pilotlibraries.org
Clustercairo.org
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Or if you want to contact a specific library
Go to the library homepage
send your inquiry by email

CLUSTER — Cairo Lab for Urban Studies, Training and Environmental Research — is a platform for urban research, art and design initiatives in downtown Cairo.
www.clustercairo.org
clusterrmappinginitiative.org

CLUSTER aims at establishing a space for critical urban discourse and design practice, with a particular focus on public space and urban informality. CLUSTER’s practice involves four sets of activities: architecture and urban design, research and mapping, networking events, web-platforms and public programs, and workshops and trainings.

ABOUT CLUSTER’S LIBRARY (CURL)

Cairo Urban Resource Library (CURL) is a dedicated library collection housed at CLUSTER. CURL is a focused Architecture/Urbanism collection within the context of an interdisciplinary library, including books, maps, and technical reports related to: